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Corporate initiative
raises hearing loss
awareness in UK
Deafness Research UK has cited the ‘ConocoPhillips Year of the Ear’
programme as an inspiring example of corporate social responsibility
ConocoPhillips,
an
international
integrated energy and refining giant,
made efforts throughout 2009 to
promote awareness of the dangers of
noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) and
the ways of maintaining good hearing.

Entertaining illustrations
and audiovisual techniques
were used to teach people
how to care for their hearing
Dr Grant Logan, Regional Occupational
Health Manager for ConocoPhillips,
headed the Year of the Ear program
which reached both onshore and
offshore sites.
The company went the extra mile
to ensure their offshore staff would

not miss out by sponsoring the show’s
presenter, Tobin May, in his offshore
survival training. Dr Logan commented
“We were keen for staff to receive
important health messages in a lively
and memorable way.”
During the show, Tobin builds a 22ft
working ear and uses entertaining
illustrations and audiovisual techniques
to teach people how to look after their
hearing. “Our Year of the Ear has had
great feedback and has been extremely
successful. Tobin delivered 27 shows
and made five separate offshore
trips, visiting sites as far away as our
Aberdeen office and our oil platforms in
the South North Sea.”
As well as producing a selection of
materials from which each site could

Tobin May, Deafness Research UK’s Bionic Ear Show presenter, on the ConocoPhillips
Viking Bravo platform in the South North Sea

tailor a specific program, ConocoPhillips
partnered with Deafness Research UK,
providing funding to enable the charity’s
Bionic Ear Show to visit all sites.
NIHL is a devastating condition,
yet it is 100 per cent preventable if
individuals understand why it happens

Deaf school outperforms mainstream peers
Government statistics show a deaf school teaching in spoken English is ahead of it’s mainstream
peers, despite most children arriving at the school aged 11 with a reading age of seven
Steve Thomson
In an education era dominated by
league tables and targets, the Mary Hare
School in Berkshire, for profoundly deaf
children believes one vital Government
statistic is being overlooked: the
progress made by secondary school
pupils over a five-year period from
entering at 11 years old to the time
they take their GCSEs.

59% of GCSE students in 2009
achieved five A* to C grades,
including English and maths
This measurement is known as
‘contextual value added’ and Mary
Hare’s CVA rating for 2009 was 1,258.1
– better than the figure achieved by
any other school, be it mainstream or
special, in the UK.
To put this in context, the average
rating for schools was 1,000 and
the figure achieved by the next best
school was 1198.7, at Laleham Gap in
Broadstairs, Kent.
If further evidence is needed that
Mary Hare is a high-achieving school,
59 per cent of their GCSE entrants
last year gained five A* to C grades,
including English and maths.
Their performance rating has been
applauded by Vernon Coaker, the
Minister for Schools and Learning, who,
in a letter to the head teacher Tony Shaw
said, “I’m delighted to congratulate
you and your school on the excellent
performance you have demonstrated at

Key Stage 4 in the 2009 Achievement
and Attainment Tables. You are amongst
the top performing schools based on
the KS2-4 CVA measure.’’
Mr Coaker added, “Please pass on
my thanks and congratulations to your
pupils, staff and governors for their
hard work and success, and I send my
best wishes for continued improvement
in the year ahead.’’
The school’s outstanding rating
was recently featured in the Times
Educational Supplement where Tony
explained, “We don’t teach sign
language. We teach in spoken English
by
using
technology,
generating
excellent listening conditions and, by
pitching language just ahead of their
individual ability, we can accelerate the
rate of progress.

By pitching language ahead
of their individual ability, we
can accelerate the rate of a
pupil’s progress
“Most children arrive at age 11 with
a reading age of seven – they’re an
average of four years behind. Deaf
children have an impoverished exposure
to language before they are diagnosed
and, even with a hearing aid, access to
language is faltering.”
Tony continued, “People always talk
about inclusion in schools but our job
here is to make them included for the
rest of their life and, to work; they need
good English language skills.”
Of course, it could be argued the

Pupils at the Mary Hare school are
happy, fulfilled and eager to learn

performance of deaf children who
have struggled in mainstream schools
is bound to improve considerably in a
school devoted to their needs and which
draws its 240 pupils - many of them
boarders - from all over the country.
Jane McMillan, Mary Hare School’s
development director, admits:,“Children
often come to us from schools that can’t
cater for hearing-impaired children and
having specialised teachers for the deaf
certainly makes a difference.
“Teachers in ordinary state schools
might meet only a handful of deaf
kids throughout their career whereas
ours have come across their kinds of
problems on a regular basis. It’s the
same with our care staff who work very
hard at instilling confidence back into
these children.
Nevertheless, good results can’t
happen without making them want to
learn. They have Continued on page 2

and how they should protect their
hearing from damage. By bringing this
unique program to both its industrial
sites and office locations, ConocoPhillips
is demonstrating their recognition that
all staff are at risk from loud noise in
their lives, albeit at or outside of work.

Documentary gives insight
into cochlear implants
Cochlear UK sponsored website,
The DeafBlog, is currently featuring a
signed and subtitled documentary about
profoundly deaf Amanprit’s cochlear
implant experience.
Profoundly deaf since birth, Amanprit
relied on hearing aids and lip-reading
for communication until the age of 21.
In 2008 she became the first UK
winner of the Cochlear Graeme Clark
Scholarship Award, an award open to
Cochlear implant recipients around the
world which was set up to support them
financially in their further education.
Amanprit was awarded £6,000 to
continue her BSc degree in Geography
with Urban and Regional Planning at the
University of Birmingham.

Amanprit and Lord Mayor of Birmingham,
Councillor Chauhdry Rashid

The short documentary gives an
insight into cochlear implants from
the recipient’s viewpoint as well as
comments from specialists. To view the
documentary go to www.thedeafblog.
co.uk.
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Editor’s message
Well, it’s been an exciting month
for Hearing Times. We launched
our ‘free online subscriptions’ which
has been very popular. Just sign up
online at www.hearingtimes.co.uk
to access the latest issue of the
newspaper and our archives.
Many readers will notice Hearing
Times is now on Facebook, where
we will be encouraging discussions
and debates on various subjects.
Become our friend at www.
facebook.com!
I was invited to a press briefing,
held by Cubex in London, where
they revealed very exciting plans for
the next year. As well as launching
a new website, they explained their
mission of providing innovative
communication solutions to closely
match both needs and life-style.
One to watch in 2010!
The Hearing Times team also
attended the Hidden Hearing
convention at The Celtic Manor
in Wales. The feedback from was
positive, with many audiologists
asking where they could get their
hands on a copy, (“online!” I said.)

Remember, Tinnitus Awareness
Week is 8-14 February.
In the March issue we will focus
on ‘the workplace’: interviewing
successful business people; hints
and tips on how to make yourself
understood in the office; and as
always, general interesting articles.
Helen Dewey
Hearing Times Assistant Editor

If you have an exciting news
story to report, an opinion to
express, or an event to promote
get in touch with the team at
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Contributors: Louise Buglass, Ellen Dalgairns, Juliet England, Jessica Fellowes,
Deafinitely Girlie, Ed Gould, Lesley Harrison, Esther Kane, Juliette Kemp, Melissa
Mostyn-Thomas, Sandra Miller, Bryony
Parkes, Patrick Petronelli, Guy Peppiatt,
Deborah Louise Robinson, Benjamin Stonehouse, Steve Thomas
Apologies to puzzle fans who will have noticed the ‘hard’ sudoku in January’s issue
has a typo in it!

Hearing Times is an independent newspaper, published 10 times per year. The
newspaper is distributed throughout the
United Kingdom to charities, ENT and hearing therapy clinics, audiologists, hearing
aid dispensers, care homes and schools as
well as individual subscribers reaching an
estimated readership of over 15,000. The
contents of Hearing Times are copyrighted
and no part may be reproduced in part or
whole without prior consent from the newspaper. The opinions expressed in articles,
columns or adverts are those of the writer
or advertiser and not necessarily those of
Hearing Times Ltd.
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Continued from the front page...

to be content, fulfilled and happy to
be boarding here.’’
Deputy head, Nick Papas, has been
monitoring Mary Hare’s progress since
they were included in a pilot scheme
for the CVA measurement system in
1998. “Our results after the first year
were so high I couldn’t believe it,’’ he
recalls. “Every year since then we’ve

had a letter congratulating us and 2009
was no exception.
“It doesn’t matter what calibre
of pupil we’re dealing with, what’s
measured is the progress they’ve made.
This is surely the fairest measure of
comparison and the figures show we’re
always above expectations. In short,
we’re doing a great job.’’

Study casts doubt on caffeine link to tinnitus
Research findings show giving up does not relieve tinnitus and caffeine withdrawal may add to the problem
didn’t know about the conditions.
Participants
were
required
to
complete a questionnaire to measure
their tinnitus three times during the
study – at the start, after they had
been withdrawn from caffeine for ten
days and after they had consumed their
normal amount of caffeine for ten days
Dr Lindsay St. Claire, Senior Lecturer
in the Centre for Hearing and Balance
Studies at the University of Bristol, and
the lead researcher on the study, said,
“With almost 85% of adults in the world
consuming caffeine daily, we wanted to
challenge the claim that caffeine makes
tinnitus worse.

For many years, there has been a
commonly held belief that caffeine is a
major aggravator of tinnitus symptoms
although there is very little evidence
to support this. In the UK alone, we
estimate that for over half a million
people, tinnitus has a negative effect
on their quality of life.

Daily, almost 85% of adults
worldwide consume caffeine
The first study of its kind to look at
the effect of caffeine consumption on
tinnitus study was conducted by the
Centre for Hearing and Balance Studies
at Bristol University and has been
published online in the International
Journal of Audiology.
Supported by grants from Deafness
Research, researchers carried out
the first pseudo-randomised, doubleblinded, placebo controlled study
of phased caffeine withdrawal and
abstention to test for a connection
between caffeine consumption and
tinnitus.
The aim of the study was to provide
evidence for therapeutic practice to the
tinnitus community. 66 volunteers who
experienced tinnitus and who usually
consumed at least 150 mg a day of
caffeine took part in a 30-day trial.

Many dietary restrictions are
claimed to alleviate tinnitus
without any support
Latte, macchiato, cappucchino or a
nice cuppa, it won’t cause tinnitus

Their usual caffeinated tea and coffee
was replaced with double-blinded
supplies, under one of two conditions:
usual caffeine consumption followed
by phased withdrawal; or phased
withdrawal followed by reintroduction
then usual caffeine consumption. The
study was designed so the participants

Many professionals support caffeine
withdrawal as a tinnitus therapy, even
though there is a lack of any relevant
evidence, and, in fact, acute symptoms
of caffeine withdrawal might even make
tinnitus worse.
“Many other dietary restrictions are
claimed to alleviate tinnitus without
the support from controlled studies.
Further work in this area would be of
great benefit to people with tinnitus and
their clinicians.”

Record attendance for National Theatre captioned performance
A captioned performance of Alan
Bennett’s The Habit of Art attended by
100 deaf and partially hearing people
and their companions has become the
most popular ever held at the National
Theatre, London.
Richard Griffiths, Frances de la Tour
and Alex Jennings lead the cast in
Bennett’s fifth play for the National
Theatre, which explores the friendship
between Benjamin Britten and W H
Auden.
All National Theatre productions are
captioned for deaf and partially hearing
people. “We have worked together with
Stagetext for the past seven years, on
captioned performances here at the
National Theatre and on tour” says
Ros Hayes, Head of Access at the NT.
“The resoundingly positive feedback we
receive from deaf and partially hearing
members of the audience confirms what
a huge difference their work makes,
and we regularly schedule repeat
performances due to popular demand!”

Readers’ Letters

For more information, email: capinfo@nationaltheatre.org.uk
To book tickets, call: 020 7452 3000 or email boxoffice@nationaltheatre.org.uk
National Theatre, South Bank, London SE1 9PX

RE: Why I like Hearing Times

Dear Editor,
Hearing Times is not a glossy magazine which would cost a lot of money to produce but a proper ‘newspaper’ about Deaf people at an
affordable price and it is great that it is now available on line.
I am a pensioner who has struggled all my life with hearing loss so I think it is wonderful to see just what other deaf people are achieving
in life today whether in sports, work, or raising funds for charities. When I was younger I did not have any help as I had old parents and a
profoundly deaf mother, plus there was very little help for deaf people.
Hearing Times shows in its many articles about real life stories that deaf people are ‘deaf but not daft’. I particularly enjoyed the articles in
January’s issue entitled ‘SignHealth’s message to the deaf community’ and ‘Pensioners taught to be assertive’. I went on a general Assertive
Course run by the NHS a few years ago and was amazed to hear how hearing people struggle with assertiveness yet it is so much more
difficult to be assertive if one is deaf.
I am sure Hearing Times will go from strength to strength especially now that it is on the web.
Regards, Hearing Times reader, Mavis Austin and Hearing Dog Daisy

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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Charities facing debt told to ‘diversify’
Ed Gould
With over half of charities reporting
financial problems caused by the economic downturn the deaf community,
like others, has felt its effects.
Most recently, trustees at Action
Deafness, based in Leicester, announced that the charity could no longer afford the £113,000 a year costs
of running their headquarters. Craig
Crowley, the charity’s chief executive,
said he will keep services running despite the change and source alternative
venues in the area.

After totalling a loss of
£398k, the decision to close
the headquarters was made
Action Deafness provides services
for nearly 200,000 people with hearing
problems across the Midlands, including
community development programmes,
which encourage links between the
hearing and deaf communities through
social events and job-seeker support.
Understandably, some service users
have voiced concerns. “We asked last
year whether the building would be
sold and we were told not,” said Karen Sly, vice-chairman of Leicestershire
Deaf Children’s Society. We should have
been told if it was on the cards so we
had more time to find somewhere else.”
However, with the latest accounts
showing a loss of £398,000 the decision

to close the centrally located headquarters was made public in January.
Some in the deaf community see this
closure as part of a wider trend, of which
Action Deafness is just a part. Last year
the charity was forced to close another much used venue at Loughborough
despite a petition and online campaign
run by deaf service users.
“There has been a deficit over a number of years but it has been worse over
the past three years,” said Craig Crowley.
The Charity Commission, the independent agency that regulates charities, said this month that the charity
sector is engaged in a “phoney war” in
terms of the true impact of the recession.
The Commission held talks with the
grant making sector about the recession last year and published results in
January that concluded many charities
held misconceptions about the role of
grants and awards within their business
plans.
It stated that some charities view of
the economy meant that they were focusing on securing their core businesses rather than looking at new projects
and funding streams.
According to the Commission applications for grants, rather than increasing
in the recession, had shown no discernable upturn and were often viewed as of
being of “poorer quality”.

Disagreee with an article? Have your say!
Email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

© RNID

A drastic increase in charities reporting financial hardship is causing worry amongst those who are dependant on the services provided
but an independent regulator insists charities simply need to find new projects and funding streams

The RNID are going to new extremes in their funraising efforts

“Charities continue to be challenged
by the effects of the economic downturn. It is a testament to the resilience
of the sector that many trustees are
thinking positively about the future,”
said Dame Suzi Leather, Chair of the
Commission.

Many charities hold
misconceptions about the
role of grants and awards
within their business plans
“We believe that trustees should be
taking a long, hard look at their charity
and asking what they can do to protect
its work and beneficiaries.”
Despite the Commission’s upbeat

The Perfect Gift

this Valentines Day

Grants for research into hearing disorders
The lives of millions of people with
hearing difficulties may soon benefit
from several new grants for research
from leading medical research charity,
Deafness Research UK.
One of the grants for a pilot study
involves finding out if there is a
possible relationship between age
related hearing loss, genetics and the
environment.
The study taking place at the
Department of Twin Research and
Genetic
Epidemiology
at
King’s
College in London will use older
female twins because of their similar
genetic background, but different
hearing profiles. If the initial tests are
successful, they will go on to conduct
further research on more than 3,800
twins.
Vivienne Michael, CEO of Deafness
Research UK said, “This latest research
could reveal more information urgently
needed to prevent and eventually cure
progressive hearing loss all together.

Funding will allow research
into the relationship between
hearing loss, genetics
and the environment
“That would of course be a major
medical breakthrough and we are
cautiously optimistic that this study has
a chance of reaching such a positive
conclusion in the long-term. It is vital
that we continue to receive further
funding so that potentially life changing
research like this can continue.”
Another study taking place thanks to
these new grants will be an investigation
into a tool for evaluating suspected

view 26 per cent of charities have reported a downturn in revenue from
fundraising. This is compounded by
a drop in revenue from investments,
with over two thirds of charities reporting this as a problem over the last 12
months.
“Our fundraising has increased considerably over the past two years,” Jane
Holden, Events Consultant at Action
Deafness told Hearing Times.
“However, with the current recession people, companies, trusts and local authorities stop spending or giving
money. Deafness, the hidden disability,
is never an easy charity to fundraise for
as many people remain ignorant of the
needs of the deaf community.”

♥

♥

♥

Being able to communicate with your loved one is an
essential part of a happy and fulfilling relationship.

Vivienne, CEO of Deafness Research
says funding will help cure hearing loss

cases of Auditory Processing Disorder
(APD) in children.
It is not yet known what causes APD,
and it can be difficult to diagnose as
there is not one single test for APD.
Children with the disorder will
show normal audiograms (a standard
test of hearing) but have difficulty
understanding speech when there is
background noise and differentiating
similar speech sounds.
A team at The Royal National Throat
Nose and Ear Hospital will use non
invasive techniques to compare auditory
brainstem responses (ABRs) between
people with normal hearing and those
with APD. It is hoped that the ABRs will
prove a useful and objective tool to aid
diagnosis.

Win FREE
theatre gift
vouchers

Don’t compromise this…

... start your hearing enhancement
programme NOW!
Contact us on 0333 123 2000* or customerservice@cubex.co.uk and
make your appointment before 28th February 2010 and you could win
two FREE theatre gift vouchers for you and your partner.

CUBEX I 25 New Cavendish Street I London W1G 8LP
Email: customerservice@cubex.co.uk Tel: 0333 123 2000*
(*Calls from any network will cost no more than those to 01 or 02 numbers and also count as part of any bundled minutes)
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In the News Hearing Times interviews...
Recognition for staff care

A Suffolk hearing care specialist has
been granted ‘Investors in People’ status in recognition of the way it cares
for its staff and involves them in the
business.
Managing Director of the Hearing Care
Centre, based in Ipswich, said, “We’re
really pleased to start 2010 with this
recognition; it verifies the quality management of the team here. If we had a
flagpole we’d run up a flag!”
Investors in People is the national
award that sets a level of good practice
for training and development of staff to
achieve the goals of the organisation.

New height for fundraising

In a memorable fundraising effort,
Patti Alison of Hidden Hearing, climbed
Sydney Harbour Bridge to raise money
for Hearing Dogs for Deaf People.

Adam Shulberg

Cubex Managing Director

At a recent press briefing at the Langham Hotel in London, Hearing
Times Editor Helen Dewey caught up for a chat with managing
director of independent hearing aid audiologists, Cubex
Adam studied at the Royal National
Throat Nose and Ear Hospital, Gray’s
Inn Road and in 1980, qualified as
the youngest registered hearing aid
audiologist in the UK.
By 1984 he was actively involved in
the running of a hearing aid audiology
clinic in Madrid, whilst also establishing
himself in the UK practice. Both
specialised in the assessment, fitting
and rehabilitation of profoundly deaf
children where deafness was often a
secondary disability.

“After dressing up in overalls and
safety belts and doing some initial
training on the ground we set off with
our guide. The initial climb of vertical
ladders was hard, particularly on the
shins, but looking at the views was
paramount. It gives you such a good
perspective, as the harbour is enormous
and runs into many bays.
The climb took about three and a
half hours along the outer ridge of
the bridge all the way to the summit
which is topped by the Australian Flag
and the flag of New South Wales. The
Bridge is the fourth longest single span
bridge in the world at 1.15 Kilometres
and has a height of 134 metres. It was
completed in 1832 and employed 1500
men during the building period.
“I enjoyed my experience and am
delighted to have raised money for
hearing Dogs for Deaf People.”

Cubex Help for Haiti
A devastating earthquake measuring 7.3 on the Richter scale
struck Haiti on 12 January 2010.
One million people have been
severely affected - more than
100,000 people have died and
hundreds of thousands are in
urgent need of assistance.
Funding is urgently needed to
provide hospital care, clean water, food and emergency shelter.
To aid the victims of the devastating earthquake, we are donating £25 for every new hearing system supplied until further
notice.
For more information on
Cubex Help for Haiti,
call 0207 935 5511.

“Whether you are attending
your audiologist for the first
time or as a returning visit it
is always helpful if you keep a diary
for at least one week prior to the
consultation. This does not need to be
complicated but should note the nature
and degree of difficulty experienced and
the situation you were in at the time.
“It would be extremely helpful
if this could also be completed
by
their
communication
partners as these are not always one
and the same and will serve as a useful
tool in the rehabilitation program.
Hearing loss is a communication
disorder and as such should be
considered a shared responsibility to
improve communications between all
parties.

In 1995 Adam became managing
director of Cubex at its high-tech
premises in New Cavendish Street,
London, where he offers consultancy,
advice and assistance to a high profile
International adult clientele.
Cubex are an independent hearing
aid consultancy that do not focus on the
supply of hearing aids, they provide a
complete rehabilitation program, part
of which may involve the supply of
hearing instruments. “This is such an exciting profession to be in,” Adam said. “We
are so proud of our achievements and believe we are one of the most modern,
progressive and innovative private centres in the world.”

Patti is proud of her efforts in raising
funds and awareness for Hearing Dogs

Adam’s top tips

In 2001 Adam set up a hearing aid distribution program in Western Nepal, where
he is responsible for facilitating, training and supervising seven Community Ear
workers and over 700 volunteers. The project, which meets the needs of nearly
a million people, recently initiated a school and community screening program
introducing digital hearing instruments to the Himalayas.
What is the most important aspect of the audiologist/patient relationship?
“Trust, mutual respect, empathy and understanding”

“As
well
as
establishing
any
difficulties
experienced
a
diary
enables the audiologist to consider the
expectations of the patient which can
then be discussed. Furthermore, this
can be compared with their initial needs
assessment and the goals that were set
as these may need to be reviewed.
“It is also imperative that a
hearing impairment is dealt
with as quickly as possible. The
longer you deprive your central auditory
nervous system of sound, the greater
the effect on cognition and the more
difficult it will be to achieve the best
results with amplification. The brain is
amazing, it has an ability to change and
reorganise itself and the sooner you
do something about it the better the
chances of success.”

NEW! Online subscription is now FREE!
The Hearing Times website is now available to everyone
Just subscribe using your email address and the password ‘online’ to access the
latest issue

www.hearingtimes.co.uk

February Hearing Dog of the Month
Four year old mongrel Foggy from Norwich has been selected as Hearing Dog of the Month by Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People, a registered charity that selects and trains dogs to respond to specific sounds
Foggy lives with 25 year old Simon
Moore, who was born with Treacher
Collins Syndrome, a condition which
causes facial disfigurement and severe
hearing loss.
In Simon’s case, he has no ears and
was born profoundly deaf, meaning
that he has to use a hearing aid all the
time. He also suffers from Severe Sleep
Apnoea, which means he can fall asleep
anywhere, making travelling alone
impossible. This all changed when he
was partnered with his hearing dog
Foggy.
Foggy has been specially trained to
alert his deaf owner to sounds in the
home and outdoors. Although Simon
wears a hearing aid, he says “The main
and obvious thing was the fact that I
take off my hearing aid when I’m in the
bath or when I’m sleeping at night. But
I have to say the biggest problem I had
before I got Foggy was my health issue.
I have Severe Sleep Apnoea and
before I got Foggy I would never think
about travelling anywhere without
having someone travel with me as I
often fall asleep on journeys.”

Foggy has completely turned around
his reluctance to travel alone. “I work
as a BSL (British Sign Language) tutor
and so I get to travel quite a bit and get
to meet lots of people.
“I now travel by train at least three
times a week and I’m on buses more
often than that. He has really made me
more independent and I can’t thank
him enough.”
Simon is now the Chairman of the
Norwich and District Fundraising Branch
of Hearing Dogs for Deaf People and so
has met many other deaf people with
hearing dogs. He also does a lot of work
at his local Deaf Community Centre.
He says Foggy is like a mascot at
the centre, and everybody is always
happy to see him. Simon says “Foggy
has really changed my life! I’m a lot
more independent and active. I have a
great social life now thanks to him, all
because when he’s with me I have no
problems travelling.”

Simon with Hearing Dog Foggy

For further information contact Hearing Dogs for Deaf People call
01844 348100 (voice and minicom), email info@hearingdogs.org.uk or
visit www.hearingdogs.org.uk.

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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Contradictory and confusing tinnitus How I improved my life
Kent Ward explains how his personal, social and business life was changed
for the better after he discovered the Conversor Pro

Bob Crew, former Times and Financial Times Journalist
Like most complicated diseases
the causes of tinnitus, or Ménière’s
Disease, is poorly understood and hard
to account for.
Excessive external noise, too much
wax, the side effects of drugs (such as
aspirin) have all been cited. The more
we read about high-profile suffers in
the media, the harder it is to establish
a clear understanding, because the
subject is both contradictory and
confusing.
Why, for example, do some pop stars
in the loud-music business get tinnitus,
but not others? Why do people in ‘quiet’
professions and walks of life get it in
addition to those who are regularly
exposed to excessive noise?
Named after the French physician P
Ménière (1799 to 1862), tinnitus is a
disease of the inner ear – a ceaseless
ringing in the ear - that may come and
go, cause permanent deafness or even
vertigo and is as yet incurable.
Whilst tinnitus is more common
among the middle-aged and elderly,
increasing numbers of young people
are suffering.
News Independent reported Barbara
Streisand
attributes
her
volatile
temperament to tinnitus, which she has
had since she was a teenager, and she
is not alone.
Sky News, The Sun and BBC News
all reported that The Who veteran rock
star, Pete Townsend, is totally deaf in
one ear as a result of tinnitus. It is
claimed he first acquired it as a young
entertainer back in the 1960s when

Keith Moon famously exploded
drum-set, live on stage.

his

Eric Clapton is another pop star
stricken with tinnitus.
Natural scientist, Charles Darwin
,led a quiet life, but still suffered from
tinnitus. As a scientist, he measured
and recorded it daily for frequency and
amplification.
There is also speculation that the
Dutch artist Vincent Van Gogh – whose
ear was cut off, either by his own hand
or another’s – may have had tinnitus.
It is estimated that the quality of life
for some 600,000 people suffering from
tinnitus is severely impeded, preventing
them from sleeping, holding down a job
or conducting personal relationships.
Last month BBC Radio Four broadcast
a programme entitled Longing for
Silence, describing tinnitus as a lonely
and debilitating disease, with sufferers
becoming distressed and exhausted by
the ringing that nobody else around
them can hear, resulting in a devastating
psychological and emotional impact.
Ironic, then that a programme about
a noisy ringing in the inner ear – that
mentally distracts, and in extreme
forms drowns out hearing and can result
in total deafness, so not conducive
to listening to on radio - should be
broadcast on radio!
But at least the rest of the listeners
could get the message. In the
meantime, thousands of sufferers will
have to continue to live with tinnitus as
best they can.

I was born stone deaf and thanks to my
foster mum after many years of struggle
managed to convince the doctors I was
deaf and not, as they thought, backward.
After many operations, we were told nothing
could be done, and my best option would be
hearing aids, you can guess my thoughts at
15 years of age - hearing aids?!

“To this day its the best £400
odd pounds I have ever spent”
Slowly over time I got used to wearing
them every day and have done so ever
since. Hearing aids are a great help but
not a 100% solution by any means. Best
explanation I can give is when someone
tells a joke, I miss bits then the punch line
comes, everyone laughs, I look blank (as I
cannot hear) and they think I am miserable!!
All because I am hard of hearing.
Throughout my twenties and thirties work
has been challenging, especially team or
group meetings held in large rooms and
people shout over each other, sometimes
I think there is no point me being there!
The same applied when out socially, there
was never any point me going to pubs as
I couldn’t hear people, and they did not
understand at all.
Approximately 10 years ago I read a
newspaper article about the Conversor. I
took the risk and bought it, and still to this
day it was the best £400 odd pounds I have
ever spent. I could go to meetings leave the
microphone down around or on the front
of the meeting room and I would hear 95
to 99% of the whole meeting plus even the
jokes and banter between us!!
As I approached the big 40, my family and
I went to a pub for a meal to plan the special

Kent, with his wife Kay and
granddaughter Ashlee

day. I was using my Conversor as the pub
was noisy and everything was fine.
While on a visit to the Boys’ room I realised
they were talking about what they were
going to do for my birthday surprise and
I could still hear what they were saying!
I did turn off the Conversor so as not to
spoil things. On my return I pointed out the
microphone was still on the table and the
look on their faces will live with me for the
rest of my life!
I have found the Conversor a great help, I
am still deaf, and still have all the associated
issues but when you need a helping hand at
an important meeting or a family occasion,
the Conversor is a super piece of hearing aid
equipment. I would always recommend the
use of one to any hard of hearing person.

Do you struggle to hear in certain situations?
Even when wearing your hearing aid?
Busy, noisy environments: With Conversor Pro the user can focus on the desired sound source as a directional microphone greatly reduces
unwanted sounds coming from the sides and the rear. This is particularly useful when in bars, restaurants and watching TV.
Quieter sounds: Conversor Pro can enhance the required sounds, allowing users to clearly hear quieter sounds in noisy environments without
straining or having to turn up their hearing instrument. Conversor Pro can be used with headphones and all Telecoil enabled hearing aids.

Benefit from improved listening in a variety of situations with Conversor Pro...

•
•
•
•

Sound
source

Background noise reduction: Reduces unwanted background and
peripheral sound by up to 30db.
Zoom setting: Allows the user to focus on one particular sound amongst
a number of sounds.
Omni-directional setting: Picks up nearby sounds clearly from all
around the user, ideal for family dinners or meetings.
Group settings: The Conversor Pro MultiPack is also available in for
use in schools, colleges and groups.

Can be used with both a
hearing aid and headphones

To learn how you can hear with clarity and to find your local stockist of Conversor Pro visit www.conversorproducts.com or call 08700 663499
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In the News
Music therapy may reduce tinnitus
Munster Individually designed music therapy may help reduce the noise
levels experienced by people who suffer from tinnitus claim German researchers. Participants listened to music modified to match the frequency of
the ringing in their ears for an average
of 12 hours a week. After a year individuals reported a drop in the loudness of their tinnitus. The theory is
that removing the spectrum of noise
associated with tinnitus from the music reduces activity in the brain relating to that frequency, alleviating the
condition.
Woman misplaced at airport
Brisbane The family of a 38 year
old woman claim Virgin Airlines lost
their relative for more than five hours
despite promising to help her onto a
connecting international flight. Saras
Wati Devi, who cannot hear, speak and
read or write English, was supposed to
fly from Melbourne to Brisbane, then
onto Fiji. However she was not met at
Brisbane and guided to her next flight
as agreed, and instead wandering the
airport until she found shortly before
police arrived.

The Kiss of Deaf
A doctor in the US has reported
a case of hearing loss caused by
a simple kiss.
Gail Schwartzman obtained hearing
damaged after her toddler planted a
harmless kiss on her mum’s ear. She
claims it was not the loudness of the
kiss, but the suction that left her with
pain, decreased hearing and tinnitus.
In an interview with AudiologyOnline
Dr. Levi A. Reiter, Professor of Audiology
at Hofstra University, reported Ms.
Schwartzman presented with hearing
loss in the ear that was kissed, difficulty
hearing on the phone, over sensitivity
to loud sounds, dysacusis (distortion of
sounds) and occasional facial twitching
near her ear.
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Trial date set for man who betrayed US deaf community
A deaf entrepreneur has been prosecuted by the FBI after charges of fraud and malpractice were
brought against his communications company, following fake charges for interpreting services
Ed Gould
A US based telecommunications
company, specialising in deaf services,
has been prosecuted by the federal
government
and
stands
accused
defrauding millions of dollars intended
to help the hard of hearing.
Viable
Communications,
which
provides text-to-voice and video phone
signing services, faced a probe by
the FBI in November and charges of
fraudulent malpractice soon followed.

Executives fraudulently
billed the Federal
Communications Commission
$390 an hour for services
After an initial New Jersey court
hearing in January, to which several
Viable executives pleaded not guilty, a
jury trial was arraigned. Since then, two
executives have changed their pleas,
under the US plea-bargain system, and
now face sentencing in June.
Prosecutors stated that the accused
executives fraudulently billed the
Federal Communications Commission
around $390 an hour to interpret calls
between deaf and hearing people.
Viable’s founder John Yeh, himself
a deaf man, was among those facing
prosecution. Yeh was named Deaf
Person of the Year by Deaf Life
magazine in 2008 and was pronounced
Entrepreneur of the Year by his former
college, Gallaudet University.
Some in the US deaf community
see Yeh’s actions in terms of betrayal.
“I personally felt a bit of pain when
I learned about his involvement in
this,” said Jamie Berke, an expert in
deaf matters on US based deafness
reference websites.
“For years, the deaf community
has looked to him as an example of a
successful deaf entrepreneur. We need

© KJN Photography
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Yeh, who was considered a role model for deaf entrepreneurs in the US, will be
standing trial in May after paying his friends to make bogus chargable calls

our role models in the deaf and hard
of hearing community, so it hurts when
something like this happens to one of
our role models.”
Yeh, 62, founded his first business,
Integrated Microcomputer Systems,
in 1979 with his brothers and over
the years has built an illustrious track
record of providing employment to deaf
workers.
The brothers sold up the business
in 1996 and went on to launch Viable
Communications in 2005.

Many of the witnesses
and defendants are among
the deaf community
The US government has reimbursed
translation centres, which allow signers
to communicate with non-signers, since
1993.
As the number of providers, such
as Viable, has grown so has the cost
to the taxpayer, rising to $64 million
by 2002. Currently the United States
government reimburses at the rate of
$6.73 per minute of translation offered.

Prosecutors allege that Yeh, and
others, initially paid friends to make
bogus calls using their services. As
the scam grew, Viable contacted call
centres in New York, Florida, Nevada,
Arizona and Texas and encouraged their
owners to drum up more fake calls,
court papers allege.
Investigators have conducted 80
interviews in 10 states and so far have
served three search warrants and 26
warrants for arrest.
Many of the witnesses and defendants
are among the deaf community, so at
least two sign language interpreters
were present for each interview. This
was done both to guard against fatigue
and to ensure the accuracy of the
statements being translated.
Mr Yeh’s legal representative, Stanley
Reed, said that his client is “presumed
innocent”. Reed, a specialist in white
collar criminal court actions, said he
was waiting to look over material to be
provided by the authorities before he
could comment further.
The jury trial is set to begin in May.

Got anything to add? Any comments welcome
Hearing Times will now be publishing reader letters in future issues!
Email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

New research gives hope to tinnitus sufferers

If you or someone you know has
experienced hearing loss following
a painful kiss near the ear, you are
encouraged to contact Dr. Reiter
at ears@drreiter.net or visit his
website: www.drreiter.com

Researchers blocked nerve
signals from the cochlea
to the brain
Professor Don Robertson, University
of Western Australia, said “This finding
indicates there may be an early phase
of tinnitus development which could

yet there are no safe or effective ways
of alleviating this stressful condition.
We are extremely excited about the
significant progress this research has
made into identifying a possible window
of opportunity for future treatments.”

Research is needed to find
treatments to exploit the
window of opportunity

© Chiyacat / Dreamstime

After extensive testing, Dr. Reiter
has concluded the most probable
explanation to her symptoms is
combined damage to a middle ear
ligament called the stapedial ligament
and to the outer hair cells of the inner
ear.
Dr. Reiter surmises that the suction
of the kiss pulled the stapes away from
the inner ear, damaging the delicate
outer hair cells permanently.
Media attention of this odd case has
brought forward many more persons
with similar stories and led to it being
labelled Reiter’s Ear Kiss Syndrome
(REKS) . Dr. Reiter is careful to point
out that it isn’t the loudness of the kiss
but instead the suction of the kiss that
caused the damage.

Pioneering new research funded by
RNID has revealed hope for the early
treatment of tinnitus.
The study, led by researchers at
the University of Western Australia,
has identified a six week period where
future treatments may be able to
prevent the onset of tinnitus. The
researchers used three treatments
to block the nerve signals from the
cochlea to the brain. Although these
treatments are unsuitable for humans,
it indicates future research should focus
on finding treatments to reduce nerve
signals from the ear to the brain soon
after damage through loud sound.
This may help prevent the over
activity in the brain (associated with
tinnitus) from becoming permanent.

be arrested by temporarily dampening
down the firing from the cochlea. And
although a lot more research needs
to be done at this stage, it is a very
exciting prospect.”
Dr Ralph Holme, RNID’s Director of
Biomedical Research, said “Tinnitus
affects seven million people in the UK,

Increased nerve activity in the brain
is often caused by exposure to loud
noise – such as music or machinery.
The new pre-clinical research shows
that this increased nerve activity can be
reversed to normal levels by reducing
the signals coming from the inner ear
This was done by cooling the cochlea or
by applying certain drugs.
It is thought that after a longer time
period, the increased nerve activity
becomes independent of input from the
ears, suggesting that there may be a
window of opportunity to treat tinnitus
before it becomes established. More
research is needed exploit the window
of opportunity in tinnitus cases.
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Till Deaf Do Us Part
Relationships throughout
the UK are failing because
of unmanaged hearing
loss, according to a survey
commissioned by Specsavers
hearing centres last year
The survey questioned 1,500 people
over 55 years old with hearing loss and
revealed:

The SignHealth counselling service provides specialist psychological therapies for
British sign language (BSL) users and deafblind people.

Most Deaf children are born into
hearing families and are often unable to
develop strong relationships with their
parents or siblings.

•

34% have lost touch with friends,
and in some cases seen marriages
fall apart, as a direct result of the
breakdown in communication
caused by hearing loss.

•

69% said their hearing loss
seriously hinders their ability
to
take
part
in
everyday
conversations with friends and
family, causing 52% of those
surveyed to feel left out and
ignored in social situations.

They then find it almost impossible
to learn how to relate to other
hearing people. They are also far
more likely than hearing children to
suffer abuse or neglect because they
are literally unable to ‘tell’.

•

49% said that losing their hearing
is the worst thing about growing
old.

Actress
and
recent
Celebrity
Big Brother contestant, Stephanie
Beacham, who has been completely
deaf in one ear since birth said “This
research doesn’t surprise me in the
slightest.
Having a hearing issue is extremely
frustrating and socially isolating. It is
so boring having a conversation that
neither person can engage in properly,
shouting louder and straining to hear is
not good.
“I can see exactly why relationships
breakdown and it is so sad to think that a
loving couple can go through life happily
together and then, because of hearing
loss, the effect on their relationship can
be unnecessarily devastating.”

Case Study 1

In the UK, there are approximately
15,000 culturally Deaf people who will
need specialist psychological therapy at
some point in their lives. The most likely
explanation for this is the isolation deaf
people feel living in a hearing world.

44% said that relationships with
their partner, friends or family
had suffered because they can’t
hear properly.

72% of women were found to be
more affected by social exclusion
because of hearing loss than
men.

“Some Deaf people can feel totally isolated and rejected by the time they reach adulthood
and have great difficulty developing trusting relationships with others, particularly hearing
people” says Hazel Flynn, Head of counselling at SignHealth. Hazel manages a team of
therapists addressing the specialised counselling needs of Deaf people.
The majority of SignHealth’s counselling referrals are for depression, social isolation,
anxiety, anger management and stress. SignHealth counsellors are trained to help these
people overcome their problems.
“Working with a counsellor in a therapeutic relationship enables the client to explore
their issues in a safe, non-judgmental setting. Trust is a major problem for many Deaf
people and, as such, it is imperative that confidentiality is explained and adhered to”
concludes Hazel.
SignHealth provides the only BSL counselling service in the UK and is currently working in
partnership with Inter-Psyche (a BACP Accredited training organisation that is part of Kent
and Medway NHS Trust) and the British Society for Mental Health and Deafness to train 20
Deaf students to become qualified counsellors to work solely within the Deaf community.

If you or anyone you know, could benefit
from receiving support from a SignHealth
counsellor contact counselling@signhealth.
org.uk or call 01925 652520, minicom: 01925
652529, fax: 01925 652526, SMS: 07875
341815
SignHealth are appealing to organisations and
individuals to make a contribution towards the
costs of this important work. If you would like
to help SignHealth and give more Deaf people
the chance to build new lives through a BSL
counsellor please contact Susie Norbury, Head
of Income Generation at snorbury@signhealth.
Counsellors will use BSL to confidentially org.uk or Anna Ransome at aransome@
talk through issues faced by deaf and HOH signhealth.org.uk on 01494 687600

“When I was a child I was physically and
sexually abused. As an adult the memories
were so bad I couldn’t cope and I knew I
had to get help. What did I have to lose? I
plucked up the courage to go to a doctor and
he refered me to a local counsellor.
But when I saw th counsellor I felt worse.
They couldn’t sign and it brought back a
lot of past experiences. I was offered an
interpreter but how could I know and trust
that it was being interpreted correctly? How
could a hearing counsellor who had no idea
about my culture or identity understand
what it was like for me? I was struggling to
understand my feelings but knew I couldn’t
accept the shame I’d felt for so many years.
I couldn’t see a hearing counsellor with an
interpreter. I felt more alone than I’d ever felt
before with no-one to help me.”

Case Study 2
Interpreted from sign language
“I was being bullied at work because I was
Deaf and talked funny and I couldn’t mix
with everyone at break times. I hated going
to work but had to because I needed the
money to pay the rent and look after my 6yr
old daughter, but it still reminded me of when
I was a child at school and bullied there.
I went to see my doctor because I was
crying all the time and couldn’t get out of bed
in the morning. He gave me some tablets
but they didn’t work and I felt lonely. I went
back to the doctor with an interpreter and
she suggested to the doctor that he refer
me for counselling. I saw a counsellor
from SignHealth and although it was really
difficult, I was able to look at why I reacted
how I did to the bullies and learned how I
could confront them.
My confidence grew and I was able to face
them. I stopped taking the antidepressants
and started to make new friends at work,
some of them even went to learn sign
language at my local Deaf Club. If I hadn’t
seen the counsellor I think I would have
given up work and stopped going to the Deaf
Club because I was losing all my confidence
and this would have affected my daughter
as well.”

SIGN FOR CHANGE
Stephanie Beacham worked in
partnershop with Specsavers last year

Stephanie continues: “No one should
suffer in silence. Whether it is you, a
partner or friend with hearing loss, the
main obstacle we have to overcome is
the stigma. Like many other conditions,
hearing problems can be managed in
most cases with hearing aids; however,
the first crucial step is to have a hearing
test.”
Survey commissioned by Specsavers
hearing centres, conducted online by
onepoll.com and face-to-face at the
Pensioners Parliament, held by the
National Pensioners Convention.
When
questioned,
respondents
said that the social exclusion they
experienced as a result of their hearing
loss left them feeling depressed, antisocial and with no self worth. Specsavers
offers free hearing tests at more than
400 stores across the UK. To book an
appointment or for more information
please call 0808 143 1143 or visit www.
specsavers.co.uk/hearing.
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Breaking the Silence

•

•

People

IT SEEMS THAT DEAF PEOPLE HAVE
POORER HEALTH THAN HEARING
PEOPLE. BUT TO PROVE IT WE
NEED YOUR HELP.
DON’T DELAY. REGISTER TODAY at
www.iwantbetterhealth.org.uk or send a
text to 07896 565731 with your address or
e-mail and we’ll send you more information
about the research project.

SignHealth
the healthcare charity for deaf people.
5, Baring Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks. HP9 2NB.
Charity reg no. 1011056
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Our relationship with technology
Louise Buglass looks at how technology helped shape the lives of d/Deaf people? If you are technophobic, please look away now...

How would d/Deaf people cope? This
evokes a perturbing question: is the
relationship between d/Deaf people and
technology more vital to their lives in

“Equal rights for all, special
privileges for none”

US president, Thomas Jefferson
comparison to that of hearing people?
The latest revelation of gadgets
such as an iPhone, the Sony Touch
Reader Electronic Book, Sonic Boom
Sweetheart vibrating alarm clock and
the Vibralite vibrating wristwatch, have
proved beneficial in the life of d/Deafies.
The
use
of
an
iPhone
was
demonstrated by Stephen Collins on
See Hear (episode 25). Applications on
this mobile were explored and tested,
especially the Proloquo2Go application
where text is translated to speech.
In 1880, Scottish inventor Alexander
G. Bell devised a ‘photophone’, which
he believed was his most important
invention. The device allowed for the
transmission of sound vibrations on a
beam of light and functioned similarly to
the telephone, except the photophone
used light as a means of projecting the
information, while the telephone relied
on electricity.

Bell’s parents were deaf and
although this technology has never
been used it is significant because this
was an opportunity to show that such
technologies should be provided for d/
Deaf people.
This led to Robert H. Weitbrecht
from America produced the acoustic
modem in the 1960s so that he could
use the telephone through a TTY (Text
Telephone/Teletypewriter). TTY relay
services were then created and now we
have text messaging, mobile phones
and video phones.
Of course, the technologies today are
nothing like those advanced materials
in Minority Report or Inspector Gadget
films but they are advanced enough
to ensure technology available for d/
Deaf people is equal to technology for
hearing people. Without the practical
gadgets, d/Deafies are faced with
arduous communication challenges and
wasted time.

“I rely on my mobile a lot.
I especially depend on it for
communication at work”
Deaffest coordinator,
Marcella Stratton

The bond between d/Deaf people and
technology is strong, without them,
many people’s quality of life would be
poorer. Learning, communicating, and
being independent would not be easy
to achieve, making d/Deaf people a
weakened culture and causing isolation.

© Suto Nobert / Dreamstime

Imagine what life would be like for
d/Deaf people if essential technology
hadn’t been invented; subtitles on TV,
text messaging, the Internet, type talk
services and more.

Deaf people often rely on technology for social and business interation

There are demands for 100%
subtitling on TV, an increase in captions
on YouTube and better deals with
mobile companies and technology is
being continuously developed to meet
d/Deafies’ increasing demands.
The ability to maintain an easier
way of life and equality continues to
strengthen d/Deaf people’s interest in
technology.
But is this a good thing? At times the
heavy reliance on technology is seen as
unhealthy. However new technologies
fill d/Deaf people’s missing abilities, so
as detrimental it may be, it is with good
reason.
Technology is seen as assistance for
employment and everyday life. Deafies

have been taught not to rely on hearing
people to do things for them, and
through technology d/Deafies are able
to experience their independence and
are clinging onto that taste of freedom.
Graduate Heather Thomas explains
how she relies on technology, “I
constantly use my mobile for company
because unlike hearing people, I
don’t have the ability to eavesdrop
on people’s conversations on public
transports! Because of something like
that, I believe d/Deaf people tend to
rely on technologies’ companionship.”
It is unsurprising that the relationship
between d/Deafies and technology is
predicted to become more intense in
the future. They will be saying “go go
gadget” before we know it.

The tribulations of dating

The search is on @DeafPals.com

Valentine’s, a time for joyous unity with the one you love.
But those without a partner know, finding love isn’t at all easy
and with a hearing loss it’s even more difficult.

With websites now tailored to meet deaf and hard of hearing
people’s needs, Internet dating is looking to be the way forward
I’m Patrick Petronelli and I’m 28 years
old. I graduated in 2005 from RIT/NTID
(Rochester Institute of Technology’s
National Technical Institute for the Deaf)
with a degree in Web Development and
a minor in Psychology.

Benjamin Stonehouse
Try chatting to a pretty female in a
chaotic, darkened nightclub; it’s only
the gift of lip-reading that’ll enable such
conversation in the first place.
Then, more often than not she’ll lean
over to speak to the left ear unaware of
the powerlessness we feel. It’s almost a
challenge; predict what has been said
by the expression of her face as she
draws away, hand over mouth in a state
of drunken happiness as we stare down
the abyss of confusion.
There’s only two options if you like
this girl: take out your hearing aid
and inform her you are profoundly
deaf, which occasionally plays to her
affections but the risk factor of whether
it’ll alienate you immediately is high;
or leave it, in the hope of getting her
number. She’ll ring the next morning
usually accompanied by a giggling friend
on loud speaker, creating the challenge
of trying to arrange a date while being
unable to distinguish either her flirty
manner or even who is speaking.

The internet gives more
options to D/deaf people
in search of ‘the One’
Moving to a city where I knew very
few hard of hearing students, I resorted
to pretending to hear everything,
when in fact I couldn’t hear 95% of
conversation. This made relationships
problematic, filled with doubt and soon
ended through distrust. Now I’ve found
someone who accepts me, for who I
am, even with my severe tinnitus which
keeps me awake at nights.
With the arrival of the internet there
are more options available to the D/deaf
in the search of ‘the One’. Deaf friendly,
disableddating4u.co.uk enables users
to speak directly with fellow hard of

Recently, I moved from Rochester,
New York to Boston, Massachusetts
to be closer to my family. I went
from a location with a relatively large
population of deaf/hard of hearing
people to one where I barely knew
anyone.
It was extremely frustrating to meet
new deaf/hard or hearing friends
near me, using the common social
networking sites Facebook, Myspace
and a few others. I know there are
thousands of deaf/hard of hearing
people on Facebook and Myspace but I
had no way of reaching out to them.

hearing persons, on social networking
sites more deaf groups are emerging
and activities such as deaf yoga mean
you can get to know the opposite sex
with more ease.
There is more hope as international
sex, body language and relationships
expert Tracey Cox claims, “55% of the
impression we get from someone comes
through our body language. 38% is
from the tone, speed and inflection of
our voice and a mere 7% is from what
we’re actually saying!”
You don’t have to spend money on
dating websites to meet a partner,
just by making simple changes you
can increase your chances of meeting
someone. Head to the local cafe or park
and whilst I cannot guarantee a scene a
la Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, it’s
a good place to look for your Mr Darcy.

People can use video
comments to communicate
with each other
There is no search option that allows
me to screen for people that are deaf/
hard of hearing. It would take me
forever to find someone to chat with
locally. Facebook is great for staying
connected with friends you know, as
well as reconnecting with old friends.
But, I really started thinking to myself,
“How many people are out there who
are just as frustrated as me?”
I decided to use the skills I learned at
RIT/NTID to create a social networking
site for deaf and hard-of-hearing people.
I started the site in October 2009 and
completed it in December 2009 and it’s
growing pretty fast.
So far, I have almost 700 members
from over 36 countries. I have received

a lot of positive feedback from the
members so far. They really like how
many tools are integrated into the site
and how easy it is to network. One of
the features that makes DeafPals.com
different is that people can use video
comments to communicate with each
other in many different sections of the
site. The website is made to be deaf
friendly.
I feel that it’s so important to have
friends that you can relate to; share
your life with someone; or just have a
feeling that you belong. That’s why I
built DeafPals.com. The Internet today
is so HUGE. It’s almost at a point where
it’s too big to find anything anymore. I
hope that by creating DeafPals.com the
world does not seem quite as big to the
deaf community anymore.

I hope by creating
DeafPals.com the world
does not seem quite as big
to the deaf community
I hope DeafPals will increase the
exposure of the deaf community to
others. It could become an educational
source for parents of deaf children,
adults who become deaf later in life, or
anyone who wants to know more about
deaf culture.
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Reviews - Hearing Times gives you the highs and lows of gadgets and gizmos
Geemarc Screenphone

BT Converse 2200 Corded Telephone

Juliet England

Guy Peppiatt

When a friend complained I’d
murmured ‘Excellent, excellent,’ in
response to something that was
anything but, I realised my existing
phone no longer met my needs.
The Screenphone, which has been
available for three years, is produced
by Geemarc in association with RNID,
and around 1,000 of them are sold
every year. You can speak your part
of the call as usual, but by pressing
a button you can receive your caller’s
words on a screen using a telephone
call to an operator from Text Relay, BT’s
free national 24-hour telephone relay
service. If you use a keyboard, you can
also transmit your own words as text.
The Screenphone works by adding
18001 before each phone call, and
asking people to dial 18002 before
ringing you. By pushing a button, you
can alternate between the ‘text’ and
‘voice’ parts of your call.
You can also use the phone without
Text Relay, and a setting allows you to
amplify incoming sound.
The messaging system means you
can either listen to your messages, or
receive them as text. If you have BT’s
1571 Voice Messaging service, and
want to keep it, you won’t also be able
to use the Screephone’s own messaging
system.
Priced at around £200, this product
is pretty user-friendly, and comes with
clear instructions. There are large keys
and a red button providing a direct link
to the emergency services, making
the phone suitable for older or other

BT have recently upgraded their
Converse range of telephones so we
thought we would review the mid range
model for Hearing Times. The Converse
2200 is a basic phone which can be
used with an office telephone exchange
or a domestic telephone line.
The Converse 2200 has a maximum
handset volume of 109dB, a maximum
ringer volume of 61dB and two features
which make it suitable for the hard of
hearing. The handset has an induction
coupler making it suitable for telecoil
fitted hearing aids and there is an
amplify button which can be used to
increase the volume during a call.
Both the handset volume control and
the amplify button alter the inductive
output from the handset.
First impressions are that the
packaging is informative making up
part of the instruction manual and
covers some of the key features and
functions of the phone.
Once open, we were pleased to see
the handset and the telephone line
already connected to the base station,
which helped eliminate the potential of
an error when plugging in the handset
and telephone line into incorrect ports.
The instruction manual is basic,
although confusing at times as it seems
to describe the functions and features
in no particular order.
The design and layout of the buttons
is good and they have a positive
action feel to them. There are up to 10
memory buttons so the user can easily
store numbers of friends and family for

vulnerable users. The screen and text
are large enough to make reading
comfortable, and font size can be
increased.
Not everyone I’ve spoken to with
my Screenphone has enjoyed the
experience, and it does take some
getting used to. Some people don’t feel
happy having someone else listening
to their conversation, however discreet
and professional the operators are.
Equally, calls can take a little longer.
But, for me, it certainly beats battling
on with a standard phone.

simple dialling. There is also an ‘M1’
button, designed for storing your most
important number or ICE (in case of
emergency).
The Converse 2200 has most of the
features expected on a home or small
business phone. The handset volume
is fine in most circumstances, however,
the ringer volume is not particularly loud
and we struggled to hear when using the
hands free setting. We also had some
difficulty operating the amplify button
- to switch off the amplify function the
user needs to press the volume down
button - rather than, more logically,
pressing the amplify button again.
Hearing Times has mentioned this to
BT.
Pricewise, the Converse 2200 retails
at £34.99, its bigger brother the
Converse 2300 at £49.99 including VAT.
Compared to some of the higher priced
amplified telephones it is good value.
The overall impression of the
telephone is that, as a standard home
or small business telephone for use
with hearing aids, it is reasonable but
not outstanding.

Battery Corner
Ever wondered how your hearing aid battery works or what the Your hearing care professional will tell you the battery life you can expect. You will
quickly become familiar with when your batteries need changing but can always
tab on the back is for? Chances are you’re not alone.
use a battery tester to check.

The battery is a critical but often
forgotten part of every hearing aid,
providing the power you need to hear.
Battery Corner is a new feature brought
to you by Rayovac, the world’s leading
manufacturer of hearing aid batteries and
only UK manufacturer of batteries. Over
the following months our battery expert
Paul Deeble will try to answer some of
your most commonly asked questions.
In today’s world of high power digital
hearing aids, batteries are more
important than ever. We hope Battery
Corner will help you to make the most of
your batteries and your hearing device.

Q: What should I do with my old hearing aid batteries?
A: This is a very topical question. Getting into the habit of collecting and recycling
used batteries is essential. There is a new European Batteries Directive being
implemented from the 1st of February that requires the UK to recycle 25% of
portable batteries (hearing aid batteries as well as household batteries) by 2012.
Fortunately, recycling used batteries is now far easier than in the past. A series of
free to use battery collection facilities have been set up at various points including
many of the biggest retail outlets, offices, civic buildings, schools sports centres
and other public amenities.
It’s easy to find your nearest collection point. Ask your audiologist or visit
the BatteryBack website www.batteryback.org which has details of over 3,000
collection points. Find the nearest one to your home by typing in your postcode.

Rayovac is happy to help Hearing Times readers with any battery questions.
Simply send your questions to Rayovac.micropower@uk.spectrumbrands.com or
Rayovac Europe Ltd, Unit 2a, Stephenson Estate, Washington. NE37 3HW and
Q: How does my hearing aid battery work?
A: Batteries provide the power source for your hearing aid. Most of today’s we will do our best to answer. We will feature the best questions in future
batteries are zinc air batteries, they work as a result of a reaction that occurs editions of Battery Corner where there will be a prize for ones featured.
between zinc stored in the battery and oxygen in the atmosphere.
When you remove the tab on the back of your battery it becomes ‘activated’. Air
from outside is drawn into the cell through tiny little holes. The oxygen in the air
then reacts with the zinc to produce the energy needed to power your hearing aid.
When the zinc supply begins to run out, you need to replace the battery otherwise
the performance of your hearing aid drops.
Q: How important is the tab on the battery?
A: It’s vital. The tab works to seal the air holes and ensure freshness until you are
ready to use the battery. Once you remove the tab, the battery is activated and
you begin to drain the power. Replacing the tab when the battery is not in use will
sadly not extend its life.
After removing the tab, wait about one minute before inserting the battery into
your hearing aid. This allows sufficient time for the air to enter.
Q: Are batteries interchangeable among manufacturers?
A: Battery quality and performance differs from manufacturer to manufacturer
however battery sizes are standardized within the industry so can be used
interchangeably.
The standard sizes are Size 13 (orange tab); Size 312 (brown tab); Size 10
(yellow tab); Size 675 (blue). Your audiologist will tell you the battery you need
and you just match the size designated by the colour code.
Q: How long will my hearing aid batteries last?
A: Battery life varies because a larger battery has room for more zinc. More zinc
equals more life. Lifespan is also determined by the type of hearing aid you wear,
the hours used as well as factors such as volume; noise levels and the weather.

TM

of the
2010

What makes your hearing
professional the most special in the UK?
Visit our website to be in with a chance of winning - www.audiologistoftheyear.co.uk
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Championing my cause
Jamie Miller,16, has a severe hearing loss. When he was born, there was no reason to suspect he
would be deaf. Repeated hearing tests over the period of a year finally revealed his hearing loss
at age 18 months. He has an elder brother, Ben, 18, who has normal hearing. Jamie has always
attended mainstream schools and is now studying for his A levels.
Sandra Miller
I wasn’t prepared for the ENT
consultant’s verdict that my younger
son, Jamie, had a severe hearing loss
and would need to wear hearing aids.
Although we’d endured an entire year
of hearing tests – starting with his eightmonth check – I had subconsciously
put the obvious outcome to the back of
my mind. As the consultant imparted
the news, Jamie clung to me, sensing
my anxiety. With no family history or
experience of deafness, my husband,
Ian, and I were catapulted into an
unfamiliar world. Our knowledge of
deafness was scant and we had many
concerns about Jamie’s future.

An affectionate child, he had
a delightful sense of humour
but his speech lagged well
behind his peers
I’m certain Jamie’s deafness has
had an impact on our relationship.
Once I got to grips with the diagnosis
and understood the implications, I felt
very protective and was particularly
concerned about his delayed speech
development. He was an affectionate
child with a delightful sense of humour
but his speech lagged well behind his
peers.
Our elder son – Ben – who is 17
months older than Jamie talked nonstop as a toddler and was bright and
articulate. Ben’s extensive vocabulary
made me particularly conscious of
Jamie’s limitations. Even when he
started school, Jamie relied on me
heavily to help him communicate with
other people, repeating what they said
and interpreting his own sounds. I
didn’t want to wrap him in cotton wool
but I felt a responsibility to develop his
independence and self-esteem.
Ian and I both agreed I should stay at
home to look after the boys when they
were younger, a decision I have never
regretted. When I had time alone with
Jamie – mainly when Ben started school

- we would play games,
read books, go out and just
talk about everyday things.
He was unable to pick up
conversation in passing
and every new word was
our victory.

The
Deaf
One

I have had my cochlear
implant operation and am
now officially bionic!

Over the years, I’ve lost count of the
professionals who have told me that
they have a soft spot for Jamie. Me too.

Christmas came and went, I put
my feet up mostly. And then I was
switched on about five weeks later.
Unfortunately, at the time of writing
this it’s still very early days to tell
you much.
I’m at the hard bit, where my brain
is still adjusting to the difference
in sound that the cochlear implant
provides. My brain is working slowly
but surely – catch up with me next
issue, I’ll fill you in on the nitty gritty!
The hardest thing about being in
hospital was being away from my two
young daughters. Being put under
anaesthetic and having my head
operated on was all very daunting,
but missing my girls and my husband
was horrible.

My brain is adjusting to
the difference in sound the
cochlear implant provides
The relationship I have with my
family is very special to me and part
of the reason I decided to go for the
CI was because I was starting to lose
confidence as a parent.
I know plenty of amazing Deaf
parents that do a fantastic job with
hearing aids only or nothing at all,
but I was starting to find it that a
little bit too hard.
I have high hopes that the CI will
help reduce my struggles. I know
it won’t be a cure, but to be honest
I’m not sure if I want a cure. I love
the relationship I have with the Deaf
community and what being Deaf
automatically involves me in.

I very much think my
relationship with the Deaf
world will continue
I like that I can switch off at the end
of the day and sleep well due to the
quiet. I love that my husband shows
his kind and sensitive side when he’s
being my interpreter and I love the
beauty of sign.
I particularly love how everybody
knows someone; the Deaf world is
quite small in the grand scheme of
things, and its wonderfully close knit.

Be my Valentine?
My name is Patrick and I am 52
years old. About thirteen years ago, I
had an ear infection which resulted in
me suffering from tinnitus.
At the time I felt that nobody
understood the ringing noises in
both my ears and I ended up having
a minor nervous breakdown and on
medication. I also very nearly lost my
job, but luckily I had some savings. My
mother and father were both unwell so
I gave up my job as a host in Esher.
I always liked gardening so I set up

Update from

I wore a comedy bandage for 24
hours after the operation and was
dizzy and sore for a week or so but
aside from that, have recovered well.

I’m sure any parent of a Sandra is certain her son’s deafness had an impact
child with a hearing loss will on their relationship as a family - a positive one
recognise the need to be
their offspring’s champion.
I have spent extra time
has also helped to bring us closer. Ian
with Jamie attending meetings, speech has coached both their club and county
therapy, audiology, statement reviews teams and we’ve spent countless
and choosing schools. I’ve also had to weekends travelling to fixtures, training
work hard to persuade him to accept and trials.
professionals’ support.
Far from being a tie, I feel it’s been
time for us to spend together and
Jamie relied on me to help
him communicate with other share the highs and lows. Jamie has
played county and regional hockey for
people, repeating what
four years and had a trial for England
they said and interpreting
U16s: he’s quite obsessed and will
his own sounds
think nothing of talking hockey solidly
throughout a two-hour car journey. It’s
There were many occasions when been a wonderful focus for his teenage
we drove to speech therapy with Jamie years, boosting his confidence.
grumbling all the way while I tried to
entice him with every bribe imaginable.
Jamie is now 16 and has flourished
It never worked. The sessions were academically and socially. As each year
like a pantomime as my three-year- passes, he becomes more independent
old disposed of the speech therapist’s and self-assured. The child who could
learning aids in the corridor and tried barely talk when he started school is now
to make a dash for home. I was very studying A’ levels - including English –
concerned about his progress but it was and making plans for university.
hard not to laugh.
Far from being a tie, I feel it’s
At school, teachers wrote glowing been time for us to spend together
reports, describing him as polite and and share the highs and lows
likeable, while the teaching
There’s still a strong bond between
assistants labelled him rude
and aggressive. Many children us and we enjoy each other’s company;
would have relished this extra well, most of the time. He does have
teenage
moments
but
attention but not Jamie - he awkward
hated being separated out from generally he’s sensitive, positive and
the crowd. I pleaded with him lots of fun.
to tolerate the support staff
I have wondered if I’m looking
but he had other ideas, ‘I don’t
need them, why don’t they through rose-tinted spectacles but
go and help someone else?’ his school reports reinforce my views.
he would protest. Thankfully, He is popular with his peers and his
maturity won out in the end determination, focus and sense of
and more recently he has humour have touched many teachers
graciously admitted that these and others who have worked with
professionals have all played him, even those who have met with
resistance.
an important role.
Both of our boys are
talented hockey players and
our involvement in their sport
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I am delighted to say that since
the last time I wrote, I have had my
cochlear implant (CI) operation and
am now officially bionic!

It
was
a
precious
time that brought us
closer together and gave
Jamie crucial one-to-one
attention. As much as he
loved playing with Ben and
other children, he struggled
to follow conversations in
large groups and I resisted
pressure from pre-school
staff to enrol him for extra
sessions.

Jamie playing hockey at county and regional
level boosts his confidence

Hearing Times

on my own and enjoyed two years as
a gardener. While I was at the doctor
on one occasion I read a magazine
for the deaf and there was an article
about tinnitus which was interesting
and made me understand that I was
not alone and tinnitus is extremely
common. On the spur of the moment,
I thought I would put a personal ad
in the magazine to find someone
special who understood tinnitus. Two
weeks later I received a letter from
a lady who was deaf in one ear. After

exchanging many letters, we met up
and it was love at first sight. My life
changed completely and I realised that
my tinnitus was not so bad after all;
if I had not suffered from it I would
not have met my partner. We had
seven very happy years together sadly
she passed away with breast cancer.
There is hope if you can meet an
understanding partner.
Is Patrick the one for you?
Contact Hearing Times at info@
hearingtimes.co.uk

I very much still think that my
relationship with the Deaf world will
continue to be as it is even though
now I’m bionic – I am still a Deaf
woman after all, but my hope is that
the path I also have in the hearing
world, will eventually be, much
easier to tread.
For more go to www.thedeafone.
co.uk or catch up with The Deaf One
next month in the March issue.
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How I learned to love my deafness
Journalist of 10 years, and freelance writer for the Daily Telegraph, Jessica Fellowes’ deafness was discovered at age two. She tells
Hearing Times about growing up with hearing aids, hours of elocution lessons and using her ears as a flirtation tool
“You must go and see this doctor/acupuncturist/
faith healer [delete as appropriate] – he will cure
your hearing!” I’ve heard this a few times.
As a young child I had grommets, I have lain for
hours with pins sticking out of me, have subjected
myself to the oily rubbings of a Sri Lankan ayurvedic
massage and I have listened patiently to tales of ear
wax lumps falling out of ears and ‘curing’ someone’s
deafness. Scientists grow ears on the back of mice,
are ever hopeful of producing a cure and perhaps
I should be cracking open the champagne but the
truth is – I’m not. I love my deafness. Cure me? No
thanks.
My deafness was only discovered when I was
two years old, after my mother became concerned
that her otherwise well-behaved toddler would be
quite suddenly and irrationally naughty – turning
the television up very loud despite everyone’s
protestations and refusing to come to her when she
called me in the park. In those years (the mid-70s)
the fashion was to send children with disabilities to
‘special schools’.

The only person I never told was my very first
boyfriend: when we were kissing, my hearing aid
got knocked, causing the high whistle of feedback.
I said it must be a mouse and we carried on.
For years, I wore only one aid. I didn’t realise
it made my hearing even more difficult but all I
knew as a young girl in my 20s was that as a
flirtation tool, my ears had no equal. In order for
me to hear his tentative words, a man had to lean
in close to my aidless ear and talk softly.
I have, of course, missed out somewhat on
pillow talk and sweet nothings, but my own
romantic imaginings are probably more poetic
than anything any boyfriend might come up with
anyway. I relied heavily on lip-reading (still do,
despite the wonders of my digital aids) but that
brings its own perks – my boyfriend was surprised
when I first reported back to him what he had
been saying at the other end of the dinner table
at a party.

But most of all, I love choosing when to have
quiet and when to have noise, at the mere flick
of a switch. My happiest moments are spent
My parents fought this, but were overruled by the
pottering around my flat in total silence, the
local council and off I trotted. I lasted three days.
outside world unable to encroach on my peace. No
My mother swiftly pulling me out when I complained
that no one could hear me but the teachers wouldn’t Jessica, pictured here before a talk at Buxton Literary Festival bells, jangles, tweets or buzzes intrude. No crying
babies on the train or witless announcements on a
let me take my aids off so I could ‘be like all the
plane are allowed to disturb my forty winks. I am
other children’.
able to get completely lost in a book (and consequently am a voracious reader)
State schools unfortunately were impossible for me to attend because of the and never have an interrupted night’s sleep.
trend then for open plan classrooms – hearing aids, such as mine at the time, had
You see, I was brought up to feel special for having special needs. Without
a basic analogue microphone, which simply picks up all noise and makes it louder.
Any situation with a lot of background noise would be made unbearable. So I went them, I fear, I would be just another ordinary person doing ordinary things. I love
to private school with smaller classes and closed doors – thank goodness for the it when people exclaim that they hadn’t realised and they look at me anew – as
existence then of government assisted places (abolished by Labour swiftly after someone who has overcome great problems and managed to function successfully
their 1997 victory), otherwise paying for my school years would have been nigh in the world. And most of all, I am proud and adoring of my parents and friends
for making me feel this way.
on impossible for my actress mother and artist father.
So I grew up to be a teenager with hearing aids. Which wasn’t the bind that
everyone told my parents it would be. Thanks to my parents spending hours on
elocution with me, I don’t sound deaf (I have problems pronouncing my Rs but
otherwise my speech is clear) and unless I tell them, most people don’t guess.

The Melissa Mostyn-Thomas column

Family ties and the cultural issues that strain them
I love my family to bits, but I also
feel sad that, in common with the
90% of deaf people born to hearing
families, the cultural gap between us
causes friction. Around 40% of deaf
people experience mental health
issues, compared to 25% of hearing
people.

the problem, not them. This leads to
a problem scenario when the ensuing
communication issues come not from
the child – who may well have mastered
lip reading, speech and/or SSE/BSL
skills – but from the parents’ reasoning
that s/he must be wrong because s/he
cannot hear.

Part of the issue is upbringing.
Parents give birth to you, bring you
up, and take you to school. When
diagnosed with hearing loss, chances
are the first person they turned to
for advice was a doctor, who labelled
your deafness a ‘problem’ that, might
cause delays in language and social
development.

Hearing families should be
encouraged to talk to those
with first-hand experience
as part of Deaf Culture

The future of your education then
falls in your parents’ hands, with
many of them choosing for their deaf
children to be sent to mainstream
schools. Don’t mums know best?

Around 40% of deaf people
experience mental health
issues at some point
No wonder finding identity in
adulthood is so fraught and complex,
given that, for these parents, their
own child is often the first (and may
for years remain the only) deaf person
they ever get to know intimately. Some
hearing parents are never introduced
to the notion of Deaf Culture, and if
they do, the tendency is to reject it.
Further complicating the issue is
the parents’ knowledge that the child
is medically deaf, which can reinforce
the belief that s/he is the one with

Consequently – regardless of the
child’s ability to mix in social circles they
move in - the feeling persists that they
are leading a double life, as portrayed
brilliantly by Charlie Swinbourne in his
screenwriting debut, Coming Out.
Deaf Culture still struggles to remain
mainstream and win favour with
hearing families. Medical professionals
tend to focus too much on the ‘problem’
and how to fix it, rather than take the
broader view from a social perspective.
While I acknowledge such experts
have a significant role to play in a deaf
child’s development, we should not
ignore the value of the technology that
can help improve our quality of life.
But cochlear implants and hearing
aids are only part of the answer. Rather
than let the doctor’s word be gospel,
hearing families need to be encouraged
to balance it with the opinions of those
who have first-hand experience as part
of a linguistic Deaf Culture – and thus
gain a fuller awareness of their own
child’s emerging cultural identity.

My deafness has never been made to let me feel less than entirely good about
myself and yet it also allows me to empathise with those who suffer setbacks and
disabilities. It has made me a nicer person. So to the next person who suggests
they have a cure, I’ll simply say – no, thank you, and turn them off.
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Magic and mischief at the National Theatre
In the stormy midst of a tsunami, bodies float through the air above the stage; in balletic, sinuous movements, they tumble behind a
screen of stormy waves. Only a few will reach the shore.
Ellen Dalgairns
This memorable scene is from Nation,
Mark Ravenhill’s adaptation of Terry
Pratchett’s childrens novel, currently
showing at the National Theatre,
London. In a play full of traditional
Pratchett eccentricities there is beauty
in even this most desperate of moments.
Nation is basically boy meets girl on
a deserted island. It’s the late 1800s;
the girl Daphne is washed up from a
shipwreck accompanied by a talking
parrot and a vengeful butler. The boy
Mau, the last remaining survivor of his
people, is crowned chief of the Nation by
islanders from other tribes. Their story
is a fight for survival and love across
boundaries, mixed up in a melting pot
of religious themes and ultimately,
identity.
I admit to having varied opinions on
this one; so firstly, the good points.
The set design, costumes, puppets and
acting are superb. The set has three
giant plasma screens on which waves
and blue sky are projected, bringing to
life the sunny tropical island to great
effect. The revolving stage is cleverly
used to change scenes so the play

Emily Taaffe as Daphne stands with
Nation native Mau, played by Gary Garr

doesn’t lose pace. The various animals,
fictional and real, are brought to life,
Jim Henson–esque fantastic beasts
animated by the actors are full of
personality and are sure to both scare
and enchant children and adults alike.
Nation benefits from a live band on
stage, adding a musical element to
the play. The actors’ characters are
well thought out, bringing a depth to
their roles and managed to ignore the
teenage squeals echoing from a school
party in the balcony.
However, there is something of a
pantomime feel to Nation for all its
stunning scenery and props. The talking
parrot, played by Jason Thorpe, has a
great physicality and deadpan delivery,
but is relied on too much to add the
comedy element often shouting a mild
profanity at opportune moments to
screams of laughter from the children
but prompted an eye-roll from the
adults. As a comic device it is over-used
and the play suffers for it.
Terry Pratchett is an incredible
writer with a fantastic imagination, so
transferring this to the stage naturally
has its limitations. Often it feels as if
the play moves from set piece to set
piece, particularly in the first half, so
loses its narrative flow and flounders.
The second half feels a lot tighter and
benefits hugely from faster pacing. His
satire is, as always, razor sharp, his
characters are believable and we can
easily identify with them, even those
we find annoying.
The magical and mischievous flair
so often seen in Pratchett’s work is
reflected in the play and will appeal
to children and adults alike. The set
and puppetry make it a must see, so
it’s a shame that it suffers from its
own weight and confusion of storyline.
However, for sheer visual style, there is
nothing like it around at the moment
and kids will go away with starry eyes
and smiles.

A caption performance of Nation will be showing on 20 February
at the National Theatre, London call 020 7452 3000 or go to
www.nationaltheatre.org.uk

Reviews - Hearing Times sends reviewers to watch shows and report back
Dancing in the Streets

Matthew Bourne’s Swan Lake

Lesley Harrison

Sue Kelson

When I went to Dancing in the Streets
at the New Victoria Theatre, Woking, I
wasn’t sure what to expect, but I wasn’t
disappointed.

I had no idea what to expect of this
production, although I had heard many
good things about it. As I entered
the New Victoria Theatre, Woking, I
anticipated the cast would be all male
and indeed the swans were. I had not,
however, expected such a spectacular
of flamboyant characters, male and
(surprisingly) female.

After wowing audiences for three
years in the West End, Ivor Novello
award-winning director Keith Strachan
now takes this hit show on tour.
It was a trip down memory lane with
all the great Motown songs: I heard
it through the grape vine; Baby Love;
Please Mr Postman; Tears of a clown
and Stop in the name of Love to name
but a few.
The show started with a brief history
of Motown, the artists and how they
broke down barriers around the world
whilst producing some of the most
influential and enduring songs of the
20th Century.
Performed by astounding singers
and dancers it was a fitting tribute to
the greats such as: The Four Tops;
The Temptations; Marvin Gaye; Gladys
Knight & The Pips; Diana Ross and The
Supremes and many others well know
Motown groups.

The costumes were great and a real
effort was made to look like the original
artists – Stevie Wonder was particularly
brilliant!
Everyone was clapping and singing
along and by the end we were all up on
our feet dancing.
This was a brilliant show; I thoroughly
recommend taking your friends and
family to experience the energy,
emotion and electricity of Motown with
Dancing in the Streets.
Dancing in the Streets will be showing
next at the Empire Theatre, Liverpool
from Monday 8 February to Saturday 13
February. For more information go
to www.liverpoolempire.org.uk.

The costumes were a feast of colour
and styles and ensured the audience
attention never wandered during the
two and half hour performance.
The swans were a revelation bringing
grace, beauty and such alpha male
looks and physique to the role. Their
physicality was truly amazing and they
bought a dark and brooding element to
the whole performance.
Once or twice, it was difficult to decide
if the dancing was more burlesque
than ballet but this was more than
compensated for by the dazzling and
magnetic performance of the swans.
In particular, the performance of
Richard Winsor in his human form was
all one could expected, leather-clad and

sporting a riding crop, he mesmerised
court, queen and prince alike.
If there was one disappointment
it was the lack of an orchestra, ballet
danced to a sound track is not quite the
same, however, this did not deter the
audience from giving the company a
standing ovation.
For more information on the
award winning show and for
tour date listings go to www.
swanlaketour.com
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Film Reviews

Music to your ears

Deborah Louise Robinson

Esther Kane

All About Steve

Ask
someone
to
name a musician with
hearing loss and the
most common response
is Beethoven. But in
the world of music and
entertainment,
there
are countless figures
suffering with hearing
loss,
impairment,
tinnitus or various other
hearing conditions.

Sandra Bullock stars in this heartwarming tale of one woman’s quest to
fit in. Mary Horowitz works for her local
newspaper and is looking for love. She
meets news camera man Steve (Bradley
Cooper) and she becomes infatuated.

DG’s New Year resolutions
Now we’re well into 2010, I’ve had
a chance to reflect on my resolutions
and whether I’ve actually kept any of
them. Erm…

What happens to
someone after
their enjoyment
of music becomes
hindered or lost
altogether?
The first half of All About Steve is
irritating because Mary is so annoying.
I did eventually warm to her slightly,
being taught along the way that no
matter how different you are, there’s
always someone who thinks you’re
special, we must never ever change
who we are just to fit in with others
– and it is amazing the difference one
word of sign language can make......
In cinemas now
(3 stars out of 5)

The Ugly Truth
The Ugly Truth stars Katherine Heigl
as TV producer Abby, a woman whose
controlling ways have left her luckless
in love. Gerard Butler plays Mike, the
brash host of a trashy cable show called
The Ugly Truth, he tells his viewers
exactly how men differ from women,
and why all relationships are doomed.
Abby, a believer in the notion that
Mr Perfect is out there somewhere,
disagrees, and when her bosses give
Mike a slot on her daytime TV show,
these two are destined to lock horns.
A predictable, but very funny, well
written, finely acted comedy, this will
appeal to both sexes because it really
does tell The Ugly Truth!
DVD release: 8th Feb 2010
(4 stars out of 5)

The Time Traveller’s Wife

If you can suspend your disbelief and
ignore the holes in the plot, The Time
Traveller’s Wife is a heart-warming
tale of love against the odds. Rachel
McAdams and Eric Bana star as two
lovers trying to make their relationship
work even though they are often
separated by time. Mildly amusing,
sometimes touching, but a little
nonsensical.
DVD Release: 8th Feb 2010
(3 stars out of 5)

Love Hurts

Richard E. Grant over-acts as a newly
separated father in Love Hurts. To drag
him out of his depression, his teenage
son Justin gives him dating tips, and
soon it appears he is irresistible to
women! When Justin himself falls in
love he finds his father’s new lifestyle
sad and superficial, but can he change
him back? Sometimes funny, more
often irritating.
Out on DVD now
(2 stars out of 5)

Confessions of a Shopaholic

Isla Fischer stars as a shopaholic who
lands a job as a financial journalist, falls
in love with her boss, and avoids the debt
collector in this painful bit of Hollywood
nonsense. Predictable, irritating, and
utterly pointless; Confessions of a
Shopaholic is a charmless waste of
time.
On DVD now
(1 star out of 5)

Perhaps the most
recent example would
be country singer, Ryan
Adams, currently on a
break with Ménière’s
disease; a condition
characterised
by
tinnitus and progressive
hearing
loss.
Other
examples include Pete
Townshend,
William
Shatner
and
Brian
Wilson to name but a
few.
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Well, my first resolution was to get
fit again after my surgery. So far I’ve
begun walking to work – five miles
each way – and have discovered a
dance studio near me that specialises
in Bollywood dancing, which I
thought might be quite fun. But I
have yet to venture there, mainly
because, if I’m completely honest,
I’m scared!
You see, as much as I love
dancing, I find dance classes
incredibly hard to follow. One time,
there was a street dance class I was
desperate to try, so I dragged all my
friends along.
Due to severe tinnitus, Joel Syzens gave up playing the
drums, and began composing music soothing to the ear

So what happens to
someone after their
enjoyment of music becomes hindered
or lost altogether? Ear plugs are the
most common and effective choice
for ear protection, especially when it
comes to live music. Tragically, those
with severe sensitivity to sound may
even begin to avoid loud music, and
gravitate away from their foremost
passion.
In some cases, generators are
prescribed that emit white noise into the
affected ear in the hope of desensitising
it. These conditions can cause extreme
unhappiness, especially as it detracts
from the enjoyment of listening to
music or attending gigs.

There is a new movement
of hearing impaired music
lovers attending clubs that
spin music heavy in bass
and rhythm
In Beethoven’s case, it was said that
his hearing loss forced him to saw the
legs off his piano and sit on the floor to
play. Feeling the vibrations of the music,
he was able to continue composing
for a decade after losing his hearing.
As science and technology develop,
groundbreaking ways of experiencing
or “feeling” music are being tried and
tested by those with hearing loss.
In the 2004 film It’s All Gone Pete
Tong, Paul Kaye plays Frankie Wilde, a
DJ who rapidly loses his hearing. After
coming to terms with his deafness, he
is able to rebuild his career as a DJ by
feeling the vibrations from speakers
through his bare feet. There is a new
movement of hearing impaired music
lovers attending clubs that spin music
heavy in bass and rhythm. Music is now
felt, not heard.
Those with partial hearing loss and
high sensitivity, such as me, find it
especially difficult. I have attended
gigs where standing near the front is
unbearable, but standing near the back
among the indifferent, talkative giggoers just won’t do.

Trying to locate an optimum volume
when listening to music or television
becomes tiresome; everything is just
too quiet or too loud. Singing can
be equally frustrating as the voice
gets louder it can cause the greatest
discomfort at times, being so near to
the ear.

Joel sought several
experimental treatments
and therapies and
began composing for
acoustic guitar
American musician Joel Styzens
decided to give other musicians with
devastating
hearing
conditions
a
forum to connect with similar people,
collaborate on recordings, and give each
other support. He does this through his
website relax-your-ears.com, and has
also launched the record label A-Sharp
Records.
Tinnitus and hyperacusis (a collapsed
tolerance to normal, environmental
sound) had threatened to take away his
life’s work and passion. Styzens gave
up his drumming career, but he refused
to give up music. He sought several
experimental treatments and therapies
and began composing for acoustic
guitar.
“One of my current goals is to
connect musicians and music lovers
who have tinnitus and/or hyperacusis
for collaboration and support,” he
says. Styzens intends to use A-Sharp
Records as a forum where musicians
with hearing ailments can connect,
and to raise awareness about hearing
conservation.
Discover his movement or listen to
his soothing music for yourself at
www.relax-your-ears.com.

What do you think about this?
email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

At the start of the class, I told the
instructor I couldn’t hear, but I found
it near impossible to follow anything
she said and in the end I left halfway
through, feeling embarrassed about
the fact I looked like a newborn foal,
and despondent that
a) I’d quit and
b) I found it so hard!
Now, now, I know this is not the
best thing to do – I should have
stuck it out and I’m sure it would
have got easier, but sometimes I get
this rising ball of emotion in the pit of
my stomach when I’m embarrassed,
and no matter how hard I try, it
doesn’t go away, so I end up giving
up on whatever I was doing.
And I don’t think I can blame my
deafness for that either – it’s just the
way I was made. I get embarrassed
by non-deaf related things, and run
away from them, too!
But, I’m going to give this
dancing thing a go – it’s got to be
possible for me to work through the
embarrassment factor and come out
the other side, hasn’t it? Well, I’ll
just have to keep you posted!
Another resolution of mine is to
learn a musical instrument that I
can hear. Having already played the
flute – can’t hear anymore, violin –
can’t hear anymore, and double bass
– stolen by a very strong burglar,
I went through the various options
– the bass guitar, bassoon, cello,
trombone, and then I finally decided
on…

THE TUBA!
I mean, this is definitely low
enough and loud enough for me to
hear and anyone who’s heard me
when I lose my volume control will
confirm that I’ve got the lung power
for it.
Deafinitely Girly - tube player.
It’s got a certain ring to it, don’t
you think?!
If you can’t wait a month to find
out what Deafinitely Girly gets up
to in the next month issue, read
about her exploits at
www.deafinitelygirly.com
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Answers are selected from articles featured in this issue - to complete the
crossword simply read the newspaper cover to cover!

www.CrosswordWeaver.com

Crossword

Hearing Times

Sudoku
			

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each 3-by-3
block contain all of the digits 1 through 9

Medium 				

4 7
2

Hard
5

7
3 9
4

9

1

1 8
2
6

1
4
2
7

5
8

The answers to these
puzzles will appear
in the March issue of
Hearing Times.
For a chance to win
a free subscription
email your completed
puzzles to:
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

5
3 9
Solution
4 6 3
7 9 1
8 2 5

1 7 9
8 5 2
6 4 3

5 8 2
4 6 3
9 1 7

Subscribe to Hearing Times
9 1 4
2 8 5
7 3 6

6 7 8
1 3 9
2 5 4

3 9 8
5 2 1
4 6 7

5 4 7
9 8 6
3 1 2

2 3 5
7 4 6
1 9 8
6 2 1
3 7 4
8 5 9

Created by Sudoku Generator - http://sudoku.smike.ru
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SPORT

A miscellany of theatre, film, charity and fundraising events to keep readers
informed of happenings in the Deaf and hard of hearing communities

February

Poetry Festival
Calling all poets! You are all invited to
the Bristol Sign Poetry Festival. If you
would like to take part, learn about
sign language poetry and create your
own poems, come and join in.
Who: Bristol Sign Poetry Festival
When: 20th February &
Sunday 21st February
Where: Please email Donna West
donna.west@bristol.ac.uk

Theatre
February
11 Thursday
2:00 PM Men of the World
York, Theatre Royal York
2:30 PM My Wonderful Day
Oxford, Playhouse Oxford
7:30 PM Chicago
Theatre Royal, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
7:30 PM Twelfth Night
Duke of York's Theatre, London
13 Saturday
3:00 PM Every Good Boy Deserves
Favour
National Theatre - Olivier Theatre,
London
7:00 PM Every Good Boy Deserves
Favour
National Theatre - Olivier Theatre,
London
16 Tuesday
7:30 PM Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
Theatre Royal, Nottingham
17 Wednesday
7:30 PM Calendar Girls
The Lowry, Salford
18 Thursday
7:30 PM Six Degrees of Separation
Old Vic Theatre, London
19 Friday
7:30 PM Breathing Irregular
The Gate, Notting Hill
7:45 PM My Wonderful Day
Richmond Theatre, Richmond
20 Saturday
2:00 PM Nation
National Theatre - Olivier Theatre,
London
2:30 PM To Kill A Mockingbird
Clwyd Theatr Cymru, Mold
5:00 PM Ghost Stories
Liverpool Playhouse, Liverpool
22 Monday
7:30 PM The Misanthrope
Comedy Theatre, London
23 Tuesday
7:45 PM The Lieutenant of Inishmore
Curve Theatre, Leicester
7:45 PM Brighton Beach Memoirs
Watford Palace Theatre, Watford

International Sign Language skills
SignFoward Workshop, for those with
a min qualification of BSL Level 3 (or
equiv) or native Sign Language users.
Who: SignForward
When: 20 - 21 February 2010
Where: Preston, Lancashire
www.signforward.com/
InternationalWorkshops

March
Center Parcs with friends
Family Education Weekend provides a
opportunity for families to socialise and
meet other implanted children.
Who: The Ear Foundation
When: Friday 12 - Monday 15 March
Where: Center Parcs, Sherwood Forest
Holiday Village
www.earfoundation.org.uk

24 Wednesday
2:15 PM The Power of Yes
National Theatre – Lyttelton, Theatre
London
7:30 PM Chicago
The Mayflower, Southampton
25 Thursday
2:30 PM The Woman in Black
Lyceum Theatre, Sheffield
7:30 PM A Life in Three Acts
Soho Theatre, London

Social work with Deaf People
Find out more, attend the deaf mental
wellbeing conference
Who: Social Workers with Deaf People
When: 18 March, 10.30am to 4.30pm.
Where: Jean MacFarlane Building,
University of Manchester, Oxford Road,
Manchester, M13 9PL
www.bsmhd.org.uk
FDSO Annual Sports Award Dinner
The Federation of Disability Sports
Organisations celebrates sporting
achievement and those who bring
about opportunities for disabled
people. Tickets £19.50
Who: FDSO
When: Friday 19 March
Where: Leeds United FC, Elland Road,
Conference & Exhibition Centre
www.fdso.co.uk

7:30 PM The 39 Steps
The Lighthouse, Poole
7:30 PM Two Women
Theatre Royal, Stratford East, London
5 Friday
7:30 PM To Kill A Mockingbird
New Theatre, Cardiff
6 Saturday
2:30 PM Enjoy
Theatre Royal, Plymouth

7:30 PM Calendar Girls
Birmingham Hippodrome, Birmingham

3:00 PM Adolf Hitler: My Part In His
Downfall
Lyceum Theatre, Sheffield

27 Saturday
2:45 P M Arden of Faversham
Clwyd Theatr Cymru, Mold

9 Tuesday
7:03 PM Romeo and Juliet
Mercury Theatre, Colchester

March

7:30 PM Absent Friends
Harrogate Theatre, Harrogate

2 Tuesday
1:30 PM The Cat in the Hat
Young Vic, London

7:30 PM Off the Endz
Royal Court Theatre, London

7:30 PM Dunsinane
Hampstead Theatre, London
4 Thursday
2:00 PM Dancing at Lughnasa
Birmingham Repertory Theatre

Photo of the Month
Bryony Parkes

“Love Is: Pink M&Ms”
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In the News

Events Guide
Tinnitus Awareness Week Event
Meet fellow suffers, discuss tips and
get advice on tinnitus relieve
Who: City of York
When: 9-15 February
Concerned about noise at work?
Contact Steve Adamthwaite,
environmental health officer, City of
York Council on 01904 551525

Events/Sport News

New British record at Welsh Champs
High jump Deaf UK Athletics member
James ‘Tigger’ Schofield represented
Breacon Athletics Club at the Welsh
National Indoor Championships at
Cardiff’s National Indoor Arena.
“With a good rhythm going, I cleared
1m 92 first time - 1 cm short of my
personal best (PB) in Taipei! My first
attempt at a new PB was poor. As I had
never cleared it before, I was tentative
and didn’t commit to the jump. Next
attempt I just decided to put the power
down and go for it. The result was one
of my best ever jumps technically and a
clearance at 1m 95.... a new PB!”
For the full results card go to www.
welshathletics.org
Athlete to compete in UKA trials
400m Deaf UK Athletics (DUKA)
athlete Lauren Peffers has been selected
to participate in the 2010 UK Athletics
World Championships Trials.
Lauren won two silver medals in the
2009 Deaflympic Games where her
time achieved in the 400m placed her
amongst the best of Britain’s female
400m runners.
“I am excited to have been picked to
participate in the UK Athletics Trials. I
didn’t expect this to happen this year,
but am so thrilled!”
This is the first time a female deaf
runner has broken through the hearing
athletics barrier in a major televised
championships.
The UK Athletics Trials will take place
in Sheffield National Indoor Arena on
13th and 14th February 2010 and will
be televised on the BBC.
Rajeev receives Asian Achievers Award
Table tennis Deaflympics, national
and international medallist Rajeev
Bagga has received the 2009 UK Asian
Achievers Awards Sport Personality of
the Year Award.

7:30 PM An Enemy of the People
The Crucible, Sheffield
11 Thursday
7:30 PM A Midsummer Night's Dream
Rose Theatre, Kingston

Photo was taken using Nikon D40 with
a 50mm lens taken at a shutterspeed
of 1/60 with an aperture of f/3.2.
Whenever I look back on this photo, it
reminds me of Valentine’s Day.

Rajeev receives his award following his
triumph at the Deaflympics last year

The 9th annual event was organised
by Asian Business Publications Ltd to
recognise, reward and honour British
Asian high achievers and was held
at Wembley Stadium Arena. Asian
Business Publications Ltd believes that
over the years the Asian community
has made a significant contribution to
the UK economy and to the rich cultural
diversity of British society.
Commenting on his win Rajeev said,
“there were Bollywood actors and
actresses, as well as many famous
businessmen and women, plus famous
sports people involved in cricket and
other sports. I thought no chance of the
only deaf person nominated winning
anything.
“When the AAA Sports Award winner was
announced, I was so shocked and really
excited. This is another major award in
my collection and it will certainly have a
safe place on my mantelpiece.”
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Pupils hit the mark at championships
Federation of Disability Sports Organisations

“It was great seeing the
children work together to
learn archery skills”
This exciting project has been funded
by the Youth Opportunities Fund and
recognised by National Deaf Children’s
Sports Association (NDCSA), consisting
of deaf schools and mainstream hearing
impaired units (HIUs) in the UK. Their
aim is to set up sporting events to
enable deaf and hard of hearing children
to try different sports.
Patrick also recently organised the
2nd Yorkshire and Humber Archery
Championship attended by 44 deaf
and hard of hearing pupils from four
schools: Doncaster School for the

February 2010

Hearing Times interviews...
Daniel McAllister

An archery workshop, hosted by
Patrick Revell of the Grand National
Archery Society (GNAS), offers deaf
and hard of hearing pupils in and
around Yorkshire and the Humber the
opportunity to learn basic skills.
Running for several years, the
workshops have proved popular with
pupils keen to learn more about this
unique sport. An awareness of health
and safety involved in archery was
also taught; ensuring pupils protected
themselves and the other participants.

Hearing Times

England Deaf Rugby Union (EDRU)

“England Deaf Rugby is a great team, it
shows that deaf players can play well as
the hearing team.”

© Steve Jones

Why did you join the team?
I’ve been playing rugby since I was little
and always wanted to play for England.

Championship winners Sirius Academy
mastered archery skills at a workshop

Deaf; Castleford High School; St John’s
School, Boston Spa; Sirius Academy
School, Hull.
Commenting on the event, Patrick
Revell GNAS coach said – “It was nice to
see groups of hearing impaired children
working together and learning the skills
involved in archery.
“I would like to thank the adult
training staff at Askew Avenue School
where I am learning sign language so I
can communicate with these pupils and
of course the teachers who brought the
children along so that this competition
could be possible.”

Intense drive for local karting team
West Yorkshire Deaf
Karting Team (WYDKT)
recently organised a
Go-Karting qualifying
session, inviting six
drivers from the Hull
Deaf Karting Team
(HDKT) to also join the
session.
Competing
were nine drivers - six
from Hull and three
from Yorkshire.
For even more of a
competition, we joined
up with a local hearing
team, totalling 16.
The track was very
impressive, with plenty
of challenging turns
and a bridge you drive
under and over. The Yorkshire Deaf Karting drivers celebrate their success
track’s asphalt surface
gave drivers more speed and allowed
Finishing in pole position, Mark
them to take corners better.
Dobson commented “I enjoyed getting
The race lasted an hour in total, a involved in the race with fellow Deaf
very intense drive, resulting in many drivers and local drivers from Leeds.
small collisions and all the drivers
leaving with minor aches and pains.
It was a very intense drive,
The top three drivers on the day were with many drivers leaving
all from the HDKT, and also involved with minor aches and pains
with the England Deaf Karting Team
(EDKT).
“The race was fierce and there were
plenty of over-takings and underThe track’s asphalt surface
takings, as well crashing into each other
gave drivers speed and let
at the tight corners.
“Thanks go to HDKT for taking the
them take corners better
time to come to Leeds on a Sunday in
Throughout the session these skilled the horrendous rain.”
It is hoped this event will be come
drivers prevented me from overtaking,
despite my efforts, their skills got the regular, perhaps once or twice a month,
better of me, and my pride was dented. enabling drivers to improve their driving
Out of the 16 competitors, the top skills, and also to encouraging more
drivers from Yorkshire to participate.
five drivers were deaf.
Qualifying Results (deaf drivers)
Rating		
Drivers				
1st - 		
Mark Dobson         			
2nd - 		
Steve Edwards      			
3rd - 		
Andrew Des Forges 			
4th - 		
Matthew Allen       			
5th - 		
Maris Puce            			
10th - 		
Michael Cummings 			
13th - 		
Sean Curran        			
15th - 		
Gurdial Singh         			
16th - 		
Dale Wilkinson
   			
For more information go to www.ppik.net

Fastest   
43.942  
45.135  
45.366  
45.715  
46.005  
47.111  
47.904  
48.843  
50.031  

Total
63 laps
64 laps
62 laps
63 laps
63 laps
57 laps
57 laps
56 laps
53 laps

What does the team mean to you?
We understand each other, we are all
friends and have fun! If we ever have
difficulties communicating we have access to interpreters.
How could the England Deaf Rugby
Union be improved?
It would be really good if all staff could
sign. I never even thought there would
be a deaf rugby team, but one day, I
would like to see most of the staff signing or communicating with deaf players
without any problems.
Any words of encouragement for
those thinking about joining?
EDRU have an excellent coaching and
staff, they will bring the best rugby out
of you. And, of course you get to play
for England! Most important is that you
can enjoy the game, I would also encourage deaf younger players to join to
play rugby because they are our future!

Daniel McAllister forfills his childhood
dream of playing rugby for England

England v Wales

Sunday 14 February, kick off 1pm
Broadstreet RFC, Rugby Road, Binley
Woods, Coventry CV3 2AY
Further details available from Lyndon
James – lyndon.james@btinternet.com or
by text to 07748-966643

Athletes' success celebrated at City Hall
UK Deaf Sport
At a reception in London’s City Hall last
month, Deputy Mayor Richard Barnes,
congratulated Deaflympics athletes
and officials on their achievements and
handed out certificates to medal winners.
One of the world’s fastest growing sports
events, 21st Summer Deaflympics were
held in Taipei, Taiwan during September
2009 and featured over 4000 athletes
from over 80 countries. Team GB Deaflympic athelete James ‘Tigger’
brought home a total of 10 medals from Schofield in Taipei, last year
the Games, including a gold in Tennis Mixed Doubles - Britain’s first gold in that event
for 50 years. The team also picked up medals in athletics, badminton and swimming.
Richard Barnes highlighted the fundraising work of UK Deaf Sport
(UKDS), calling the £150,000 raised in a single week to send a 80-strong
squad, plus coaches and officials to Taipei, a “fantastic achievement”.
Jan Patterson, from the British Olympic Association (BOA), declared
herself extremely impressed with the standard of sport at the Games.
Honorary President of UKDS, Derek Simmons, said the reception was, “an
excellent opportunity to network with a number of non-deaf guests and hammer
home the GB Deaflympics funding plight and a great chance for Deaf athletes
to thank their sponsors while highlighting the team’s successes in Taipei”.
To support Team GB at Athens 2013, go to www.justgiving.com/gbdeaflympics2013

Supporting the Deaflympics a mile at a time
Deaflympic athletes faced funding problems last year at the Taipei Deafalympics
and many had to withdraw at short notice. Clarion Interpreting, in partnership
with UK Deaf Sport will help raise the £500,000 required to train and send a GB
team to the 2013 games in Athens.
On 7 March, Sally Chalk, Director of Clarion Interpreting will be taking part in a
marathon in Barcelona to raise money for UK Deaf Sport.
Sally only started running four years ago and now runs international marathons
several times a year, donating sponsorship money to the Deaflympics.
As well as sponsorship money from marathons and many other sporting activities,
Clarion will be working with UK Deaf Sport to provide help at a grass roots level for
fundraising events and business support. At a corporate level, over the next three
years Clarion will be donating a percentage of the profits from direct booking fees
to UK Deaf Sport.
Clarion feel that this combination of support will provide the best opportunity to raise
as much money as possible towards the £500,000 required and ultimately help to
ensure that UK Deaf Sport is able to send another great GB team to Athens in 2013.
To sponsor Clarion’s sporting efforts go to www.justgiving.com/Deaflympics2013Clarion or for more information email cat@clarioncall.net
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